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ABSTRACT 

 

RELATIVE POSITION Φ-DESCRIPTOR COMPUTATION FOR COMPLEX POLYGONAL 

OBJECTS 

 

Tyler Laforet        Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2021      Professor Pascal Matsakis 

 

 As a part of regular conversation, one often will refer to the spatial relationships between 

objects by way of their positioning relative to each other. Relative Position Descriptors (RPDs) 

are a type of image descriptor tuned to extract this spatial relationship information from pairs of 

objects within an image. Of the existing RPDs, the Φ-descriptor encapsulates the widest variety 

of spatial relationships. Currently, algorithms exist for its computation in the case of both 2D 

raster and 2D vector objects. However, the algorithm for its calculation in the 2D vector case can 

only handle pairs of simple polygons and lacks some key features, including support for objects 

made of disjoint parts, objects with holes, objects sharing vertices or with parallel overlapping 

edges, and various spatial relationships. This thesis presents an approach for complex polygonal 

object Φ-descriptor computation built upon the previous vector approach. The new algorithm 

breaks the problem down into the analysis of object boundaries, polygon edges that represent 

changes in the membership of objects and spatial relationships, and brings it more in-line with 

the design of the 2D raster approach.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In everyday conversation, it is common to refer to the locations of objects, people, and 

places using their positions in relation to others. These relative positions are usually described 

through various prepositions, such as above, touching, nearby, and surrounds. To analyze the 

relative positions held between objects in an image, a specialized form of image descriptor, 

known as a “relative position descriptor”, can be utilized. These relative position descriptors 

(RPDs) extract the spatial relationship information held within two objects and report it 

quantitatively. These descriptors also form the basis of qualitative approaches, such as those that 

report the relative positions in natural language using the prepositions mentioned above [1], and 

cover a wide range of scenarios. Due to the common usage of spatial relationship information, 

RPDs have naturally found usage among a variety of applications, including linguistic scene 

description [1], human-robot interaction [2], medical imaging [3], minefield risk estimation [4], 

symbol recognition [5] and robot navigation [6]. 

The various types of spatial relationships held between objects can be divided into three 

major groups: directional (e.g., left of, in front of, above), topological (e.g., inside, touching, 

apart), and distance (e.g., nearby, far away). The Φ-descriptor [7] is the first RPD capable of 

modeling all three types of spatial relationships; as such, it offers a detailed, powerful approach 
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to the problem of relative position description. Currently, methods exist for its derivation in the 

case of both 2D raster (pixel-based) [8] and 2D vector (polygonal) [9] [37] objects. 

 

1.2 Thesis Statement 

The existing algorithm for 2D vector Φ-descriptor computation is incompatible with 

various complex polygonal objects, object pairs and spatial relationships, vastly limiting its 

usability. The aim of this work is to show that these limitations can be removed by bringing 

the overall design of the algorithm more in-line with that of the existing raster-based 

approach. 

While the current 2D vector algorithm represents a major advance for the Φ-descriptor, it 

suffers major drawbacks. As it stands, the approach lacks support for objects made of multiple 

disjoint components or objects with holes, due to a lack of support for objects made from 

anything beyond one simple polygon. For similar reasons the algorithm lacks proper support for 

objects with shared vertices or parallel overlapping edges, and cannot properly represent certain 

spatial relationships as a result. Additionally, the algorithm lacks support for certain spatial 

relationships, including those useful in defining the surrounds spatial relationship. As a result, 

the approach falls short of the goals desired for a Φ-descriptor computation algorithm. 

To overcome these obstacles, an expansion and revamping of the original 2D vector 

approach is introduced. The revised approach is based on the derivation of spatial relationships 

from object boundaries, polygon edges that represent changes in spatial relationships within 
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object pairs, which is derived from concepts utilized in the 2D raster algorithm. Through this 

updated approach the complex polygonal objects and spatial relationships that previously lacked 

proper support, or any support, can be handled, including: objects made of multiple, disjoint 

parts, objects with holes, objects with shared vertices, objects with parallel overlapping edges, 

objects that touch at a single vertex, and objects with parts interlaced between each other.  

 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 offers a brief history of the field of relative position description, an overview of 

the Φ-descriptor and an overview of the existing approaches for its derivation in the case of 2D 

raster and vector objects. Chapter 3 outlines the updated boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor 

calculation algorithm and discusses the methods utilized. Chapter 4 covers the experiments 

performed to validate the performance of the new approach, comparing the descriptor output 

against that of the previous Φ-descriptor calculation algorithms. Chapter 5 offers conclusions and 

discusses future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In this chapter, we provide a quick look over the field of relative position description and 

the Φ-descriptor. Chapter 2.1 provides a brief overview and history of relative position 

description and various methods developed previously. Chapter 2.2 focuses on the force 

histogram, which might be the most well-known relative position descriptor. Lastly, Chapter 2.3 

gives an overview of the Φ-descriptor, discussing the concepts fundamental to the Φ-descriptor, 

including Φ-groups, as well as the existing methods for 2D raster and vector Φ-descriptor 

creation. 

 

2.1 Relative Position Description 

Relative position descriptors (RPDs) are a type of image descriptor made to specifically 

extract information regarding the position of two objects in an image in relation to each other 

(relative position). These relative positions can be described in natural language using 

prepositions denoting spatial relations. These relations which can be broadly divided into three 

categories: directional (e.g., left of, in front of, above), topological (e.g., inside, touching, apart) 

and distance (e.g., nearby, far away). RPDs provide a quantitative description of the spatial 

relationships between two objects in an image, and can be used as a basis to derive qualitative 

descriptions. As relative positions between objects are an important part of everyday speech, 

RPDs have naturally found use in a variety of fields, including linguistic scene description [1], 
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human-robot interaction [2], medical imaging [3], minefield risk estimation [4], symbol 

recognition [5] and robot navigation [6]. 

Breaking down the problem of relative position description into the identification of 

spatial relationships was first suggested by Freeman in 1975 [10]. This idea was later refined into 

the use of RPDs [11]. Since then, many different methods for modeling spatial relationships via 

the use of RPDs have been developed. The angle histogram, one of the first RPDs, is only 

capable of modeling directional relationships [11]. The force histogram, which might be the most 

well-known of all RPDs, builds directly off the angle histogram and similarly models directional 

relationships only [13]. Many other RPDs have been developed, including the Allen histograms 

[19], R-histogram [32], R*-histogram [33], spread histogram [34], and visual area histogram 

[35], some of which are capable of modeling topological and distance relationships [12]. The Φ-

descriptor, introduced in [7], is the first RPD capable of mapping all three types of spatial 

relationships, including the surrounds relationship previously only targeted by the spread 

histogram. Most of the existing descriptors and algorithms have been developed for the case of 

raster (pixel-based) objects; fewer descriptors and algorithms exist that have support for vector 

(polygonal) objects [12]. 

 

2.2 Force Histogram 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, the force histogram might be the most well-known of all 

existing RPDs, and as such is of particular interest. First introduced in [13], the force histogram 

accomplishes the goal of determining directional spatial relationships using the sum of forces 
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enacted by one object onto another. For each direction θ in a direction set, the sum of all forces 

enacted between pairs of points of object A and B in direction θ is determined. From these 

values, directional spatial relationships can be determined via a variety of methods, including the 

compatibility method [11], the aggregation method [14], and the force categorization method 

[15]. Various methods for the calculation of the force histogram have been developed to handle 

different types of visual input, including the cases of 2D raster [13], 2D vector [16], 3D raster 

[17] and 3D vector objects [18]. 

 

2.3 Φ-Descriptor 

As discussed previously, the Φ-descriptor, introduced in [7], is the first RPD capable of 

modeling all three types of spatial relationships, including the surrounds relationship. Given this, 

the Φ-descriptor can cover a wider breadth of spatial relationships than its contemporaries, 

including the force histogram, and is designed to be a successor to them. In the following 

subsections, we provide an overview of the Φ-descriptor, the fundamental concepts behind it, 

and the current methods for its construction. Chapter 2.3.1 covers the basic concepts that form 

the Φ-descriptor, including the idea of Φ-groups and Φ-regions, as well as the general methods 

for construction of the Φ-descriptor. Chapter 2.3.2 briefly overviews the existing algorithm for 

2D raster Φ-descriptor computation and the methods specific to it. Chapter 2.3.3 briefly 

overviews the existing algorithm for 2D vector Φ-descriptor computation and the current 

limitations of the algorithm. 
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2.3.1 Basic Concepts 

A Φ-descriptor, like other RPDs, is a series of values encapsulating relative position 

information between two objects. It relies on a set of elementary spatial relationships. These 

elementary (low-level) spatial relationships are derived from the Allen relationships [19] and 

represent the various types of relationships between aligned segments. Similar elementary 

relationships can be grouped to form different (medium-level) relationships, henceforth referred 

to as “Φ-groups”. As shown in Figure 2.1, the Φ-groups can be derived by taking the 

membership of the objects within linear slices of the plane and matching them to the elementary 

relationships. Most of these relationships can be represented by two points, which correspond to 

object entries and exits and the object membership changes on each side of these points (see 

Figure 2.2). Henceforth, the Φ-groups determined from these point-pair-based relationships will 

be referred to as the “point-pair-based Φ-groups”. Once the regions corresponding to these Φ-

groups, known as “Φ-regions”, have all been determined for a certain direction θ, then their areas 

and heights can be summed and stored within the Φ-descriptor as histogram values, as shown in 

Table 2.1. These Φ-regions and their corresponding histogram values can be computed for any 

desirable number of directions. That said, it is important to use a large amount of directions; as 

the number of directions utilized increases so to does the completeness of the relative position 

information gathered in the Φ-descriptor. As will be discussed later in Chapter 3.8, utilizing an 

even number of evenly distributed directions is also important, as this allows for optimization of 

the process through computation of the Φ-regions in direction -θ (θ + 180°) alongside those of 

direction θ. Once fully calculated, these histogram values can be used to derive high-level spatial 

relationship information [1]. 
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Figure 2.1: A linear slice of an example pair of objects (on the left), the Φ-regions held between them in direction θ 

(in the middle), and their corresponding Φ-groups (on the right). Dark-grey represents parts of object A, and light-

grey represents parts of object B. Blue Φ-regions belong to object A, yellow Φ-regions belong to object B, green Φ-

regions belong to both objects and red Φ-regions belong to neither. Their corresponding Φ-groups are defined 

according to Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: The ten point-pair-based Φ-groups (medium-level relationship) and the point-pair-based (elementary, 

low-level) relationships they are derived from. Dark-grey represents parts of object A, and light-grey represents parts 

of object B. Note that the region in the middle is the one to be assigned the Φ-group. Modified from [7].  
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Direction 

Φ-Group 
0° 5° 10° … 

width (area) 310009 311138 309000 … 

width (height) 516.681667 533.891447 549.504068 … 

void (area) 404 234 17 … 

void (height) 202 36.137514 0.986414 … 

argument (area) 7769 7819 7815 … 

argument (height) 75.062802 70.710516 63.484472 … 

referent (area) 7863 9200 10506 … 

referent (height) 129966942 120.720817 122.621517 … 

trails (area) 7481 10461 13798 … 

trails (height) 124.683333 129.641473 136.027732 … 

… … … … … 

Table 2.1: Part of a Φ-descriptor for an example pair of objects. Obtained from [9] [37]. 

In addition to the 10 point-pair-based Φ-groups shown in Fig. 2.2, three other types of 

medium-level relationships are tracked and stored within the Φ-descriptor. The first and simplest 

of these is the width relationship, which can be tallied as the total area and height covered by the 

point-pair-based Φ-regions, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Given this, the total region covered by all of 

these Φ-regions is often referred to as the “region of interaction”, and this relationship will 

henceforth be referred to as such. The other two Φ-groups, encloses and divides, represent 

regions of the image where one object is located between parts of the other, which is useful for 

extracting the surrounds spatial relationship mentioned earlier. As shown in Figure 2.4, these can 

be derived similarly to the point-pair-based Φ-groups; a region belonging only to object A 

belongs to the divides Φ-group if it is located somewhere between two regions belonging to only 

object B, and vice-versa for encloses. As was done for the 10 point-pair-based Φ-groups, these 

three other Φ-groups are stored as summated area and height histograms values for each 

direction in the given direction set. 
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Figure 2.3: The total region of interaction (width Φ-group) held between an example pair of objects in direction θ, 

shown in red. Note that a small portion of the light-grey object is not included in the region of interaction, as it does 

not belong to any Φ-regions in this direction. 

Figure 2.4: Demonstration of the derivation of the encloses, divides, and width Φ-groups. Dark-grey represents parts 

of object A, and light-grey represents parts of object B. Modified from [7]. 

 

2.3.2 2D Raster Φ-Descriptor Computation 

The following is a brief summary of the method for calculating the Φ-descriptor in the 

2D raster case, based on an implementation built for [8]. For each direction θ in a direction set, 

lines are passed through the inputted image using a line drawing algorithm like Bresenham’s 

[20]. Then, for each line, the pixels that belong to it are processed, and the object membership of 
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each is determined. From there, the 13 Φ-groups can be determined; groups of sequential pixels 

with the same object membership are separated into individual Φ-regions, which are then 

processed using methods similar to those described in Chapter 2.3.1. An example of this 

approach is shown for two lines in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5: Example demonstrating the process by which Φ-groups are extracted from raster images for a pair of 

rectangular objects across two different lines. Red areas represent pixels belonging to no objects. Blue areas 

represent pixels belonging to the bigger, dark-grey object (and to that object only). Yellow areas represent pixels 

belonging to the smaller, light-grey object (and to that object only). Green areas represent pixels belonging to both 

objects. Area A represents no Φ-groups in the θ direction, and the Φ-group covers in the -θ direction (where -θ is the 

direction opposite to θ). Area B represents the Φ-group overlaps in the θ and -θ directions. Area C represents the Φ-

group covers in the θ direction, and no Φ-groups in the -θ direction. Area D represents the referent Φ-group in the θ 

and -θ directions. 
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2.3.3 2D-Vector Φ-Descriptor Computation 

The following is a brief summary of the method for calculating the Φ-descriptor in the 

2D vector case, based on the implementation built for [9] [37]. For each direction θ in a direction 

set, we begin by identifying vertices of the polygonal objects, henceforth referred to as 

“polynodes”, where Φ-groups are known to change. Known as “points of interest”, such 

polynodes are due to a change in object membership when scanning across the object in direction 

θ; this step is discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.3. Then, similar to the raster approach, 

lines, known as “rays”, are passed through the objects in direction θ at these points of interest, 

inserting new polynodes into the polygonal objects as necessary; this step is discussed in further 

detail in Chapter 3.4. Then, scanning across each ray from right-to-left, each polynode lying on 

the ray, known as an “endpoint”, is processed to determine Φ-groups and Φ-regions. The object 

edges running off each endpoint above the ray are first processed to determine the object 

membership of the Φ-regions they create above and to the left/right/in-between, which are stored 

in the endpoint. Then, said Φ-regions are derived by traversing the rays and object edges running 

between them, choosing the polynodes such that traversal proceeds in the counter-clockwise 

direction, resulting in each endpoint finding the Φ-region above and to the left of it. If the 

starting endpoint has two object edges running off it, due to the endpoint being an extremum, 

then a second Φ-region is derived ignoring the previous starting edge. Then, the Φ-group is 

assigned by checking the changes in object membership stored in the endpoint that formed the 

Φ-region and those adjacent to it, similar to the pixel groupings approach in the raster algorithm. 

Ideally, this results in a complete covering of the region of interaction and the proper derivation 

of the Φ-descriptor. An example of this approach is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Example demonstrating the process by which Φ-regions are extracted from a pair of rectangular, vector-

defined objects, between two rays. Blue regions belong to the bigger, dark-grey object and to that object only. Green 

regions belong to both objects. The blue region above and to the left of endpoint D is assigned the sequence of 

object memberships from right-to-left, starting from the object membership of the empty region above and to the 

right of endpoint D: no objects, dark-grey object, both objects; this corresponds to the Φ-group covers in the θ 

direction, and no Φ-groups in the -θ direction. Similarly, the green region above and to the left of endpoint C is 

assigned the following sequence: dark-grey object, both objects, dark-grey object; this corresponds to the Φ-group 

overlaps in both the θ and -θ directions. Additionally, the blue region above and to the left of endpoint B is assigned 

the following sequence: both objects, dark-grey object, no objects; this corresponds to no Φ-groups in the θ 

direction, and Φ-group covers in the -θ direction. No such region is detected above and to the left of endpoint A. 
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While this method is sufficient for many scenarios, there are currently limitations with 

the algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm cannot handle objects made of multiple disjoint parts, 

objects with holes, and pairs of objects that share polynodes or with parallel overlapping edges. 

The current algorithm assumes that each endpoint along a ray can cleanly map to the Φ-regions 

above it and thus serve as a substitute to the pixel groupings seen in the raster approach. 

However, in these unsupported scenarios, a single endpoint can map to countless Φ-regions, as 

demonstrated in Figure 2.7. In its current state, the algorithm assumes endpoints can map to, at 

most, two Φ-regions, and only checks for such. Thus, the objects compatible with the approach 

are limited to simple objects made of a single polygon, and the approach disallows objects with 

holes or disjoint parts and pairs of objects with many polygons sharing polynodes or with 

parallel overlapping edges. This also hinders the ability to detect the follows, leads, and starts Φ-

groups, especially in the case of objects touching at a single polynode, meaning the algorithm 

does not always handle all point-pair-based Φ-groups appropriately. Additionally, the algorithm 

currently lacks support for the encloses and divides Φ-groups, hindering its ability to detect the 

surrounds spatial relationship. As a result of these shortcomings, the current method falls short 

of the goals of a Φ-descriptor creation algorithm. As will be shown throughout Chapter 3, our 

goal with the new approach was to build upon the current method for 2D vector Φ-descriptor 

computation, simplifying the approach and removing the existing limitations through the direct 

use of the object edges that run from the ray endpoints. 
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Figure 2.7: Example pairs of objects unsupported by the current 2D vector Φ-descriptor algorithm. Each of these 

feature polynodes that, when used as an endpoint along a ray during Φ-region creation, map to more than two Φ-

regions directly above and to the left of it. The offending polynodes have been marked. 
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Chapter 3 

Boundary-Based 2D Vector Φ-Descriptor Calculation 

In this chapter, we give an overview of the new algorithm for determining the Φ-

descriptor from a pair of 2D vector objects through the use of Φ-region boundaries. The code 

described here represents a revision of the original 2D vector Φ-descriptor approach [9] [37]. 

Chapter 3.1 discusses various preprocessing steps taken to prepare the objects for the calculation 

of the Φ-descriptor, including the format used to store the inputted objects, the calculation of 

object edge intersections, and polygon union/clipping to avoid internal object edges. Chapter 3.2 

discusses the process of object rotation, to facilitate computation of the Φ-descriptor for an 

evenly distributed set of directions. Chapter 3.3 defines the points of interest, object polynodes 

where point-pair-based Φ-groups are known to change, and discusses their significance to the 

overall algorithm. Chapter 3.4 overviews the process of passing lines (rays) through the objects, 

adding new polynodes to the objects as necessary, and determining the Φ-group-dividing 

polynodes to ensure proper Φ-region construction. Chapter 3.5 describes the process of 

extracting the edges of the Φ-regions for Φ-region construction (including the construction of 

minimal point-pair-based Φ-regions) and determining their corresponding Φ-groups. Chapter 3.6 

discusses the process of converting the object boundaries across rays into Φ-regions, including 

the determination of the point-pair-based Φ-groups and the specific cases of the encloses and 

divides elementary relationships. Chapter 3.7 covers the process to fine-tune the follows, leads 

and starts Φ-groups in cases where objects visually touch but the corresponding Φ-groups would 

not otherwise be detected. Finally, Chapter 3.8 overviews the creation of the Φ-descriptor, 
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including the steps taken to process the Φ-regions of a given direction to a set of Φ-group areas 

and heights. 

 

3.1 Preprocessing 

To begin the process of calculating the Φ-descriptor of a pair of vector objects, some 

steps must be taken to ensure that the inputted objects are within the required format and state. 

These preprocessing steps provide information necessary to facilitate later stages of the Φ-

descriptor calculation process, and remove degenerate cases that would otherwise cause issue 

with the approach. Chapter 3.1.1 covers the steps taken to preprocess individual objects, 

including formatting, polygon intersection detection and polygon clipping. Chapter 3.1.2 covers 

the steps taken to preprocess pairs of objects, primarily focused on the assignment of object 

sources to polynodes. 

 

3.1.1 Preprocessing of Objects 

To begin, each object is stored as a set of simple polygons. There is no constraint on that 

set (e.g., some polygons may intersect, or share a vertex). Each polygon is labelled either as a 

body polygon (adding to the object) or as a hole polygon (subtracting from the object). Each 

polygon is made up of a doubly-linked list of polynodes (vertices) each containing a variable 

storing the polynode’s coordinates (see figure 3.1). Each coordinate variable is shared amongst 

all polynodes that overlap at the same location (shared polynodes) and tracks which polynodes 
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are pointing to it, which is necessary for later steps of the process. Additionally, any non-

essential polynodes, i.e., polynodes that do not contribute to the overall shape of the object, are 

removed, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: An example pair of objects inputted into the program. Body polygons of the objects are shown in grey, 

and hole polygons of the objects are shown in red. The polynodes of the objects have been marked with dots. Green 

dots indicate polynodes that are shared between more than one polygon. Red dots indicate polynodes that do not 

contribute to the overall shape of the objects and are to be removed. 

After an object has been processed into the program, it is necessary to determine if any of 

their polygons intersect with each other to facilitate later steps of the process. To this end, we 

employ a sweep-line intersection detection algorithm [21] to find these object edge intersections, 

as was done in [9] [37]. This calculation is performed against all pairs of polygons belonging to 

an object. Once an intersection is detected for a pair of polygons, it is determined if the 

intersection occurs at an existing polynode for each edge involved, and a polynode is inserted 

into each object at the coordinate if necessary. Additionally, the coordinate variables are updated 
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for the shared polynodes to ensure that both polynodes use the same coordinate variable, with the 

newly shared coordinate variable containing pointers back to the polynodes. Figure 3.2 

demonstrates the results of this step applied to various objects. Further details of this step are 

included in Appendix A. It is important to note that this step does not check a polygon for any 

intersecting edges between pairs of its own edges, and as such, non-simple polygons, i.e., 

polygons with self-intersecting edges, should not be inputted into the algorithm; they should 

instead be split at these self-intersections and inputted as separate simple polygons belonging to 

the same object. 

Figure 3.2: Examples of objects before (above) and after (below) intersection detection is applied. Polynodes have 

been marked with dots, with detected intersections marked with green dots. 

To properly calculate the Φ-regions of pairs of objects in later steps, it is necessary to 

remove any edges from the body and hole polygons of an object that do not contribute to its 

overall shape. Examples of such edges are those located inside pairs of overlapping body/hole 
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polygons, as shown in Figure 3.3, and those of hole polygons that do not overlap a body 

polygon, as shown in Figure 3.4. If such unnecessary edges persisted, they would be improperly 

identified during Φ-region creation and cause issues with Φ-group identification. To avoid this, 

we employ a polygon union/clipping algorithm, inspired by [22] [23] [24] [25], to union together 

body/hole polygons and difference out hole polygons from body polygons as is necessary. These 

problematic edges can be properly identified and removed from an object’s polygons through the 

use of this approach, thus sidestepping these issues entirely. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 demonstrate the 

results of this step applied to various sets of polygons. Further details of this step are included in 

Appendix B.  

Figure 3.3: Examples of objects with overlapping body polygons before (above) and after (below) polygon union is 

applied. Edges to be removed are shown in red. Note that the same edges are removed in cases of hole polygons 

having union applied to them, as the same rules apply.  
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Figure 3.4: Examples of objects formed by body and hole polygons before (above) and after (below) polygon 

subtraction is applied. Hole polygons are tinted red. Edges to be removed are shown in red, with those belonging to 

hole polygons represented as dotted lines. 

 

3.1.2 Preprocessing of Object Pairs 

Once the objects have been individually preprocessed, it is necessary to process them as 

pair. To do so, we once again employ intersection detection, using the same method as is detailed 

in Appendix A, to find intersection polynodes between pairs of the objects’ polygons (see Fig. 

3.5). It is not necessary to recheck pairs of polygons belonging to the same object, as the results 

from Chapter 3.1.1 carry over. Once the intersection polynodes have all been identified, it is then 

necessary to identify which object(s) the polynodes belong to. As described in Chapter 2.3.1, 

each portion of the object pair's region of interaction needs to have its object membership set in 

order to be able to define the Φ-groups. We can encode this information directly into the objects 
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themselves as the "object source". For every polynode of the pair of objects, we look to see if the 

polynode is shared between the two objects. If it is, we set the object source of the polynode to 

be I (belongs to both objects). Otherwise, we set the object source to be A (belongs to object A) 

or B (belongs to object B). Results from this step are illustrated in Figure 3.6 for an example pair 

of objects. It should be noted that object source N (belongs to neither object) is also a possible 

source, though no polynode is ever set with this. 

Figure 3.5: Example pairs of objects before (above) and after (below) intersection detection is applied. Polynodes of 

the objects have been marked with dots, with detected intersections marked with green dots. 
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Figure 3.6: An example pair of objects with object sources set for their polynodes. Blue dots represent polynodes 

with object source A, belonging to the dark-grey object. Yellow dots represent polynodes with object source B, 

belonging to the light-grey object. Green dots represent polynodes with object source I, belonging to both objects. 

 

3.2 Object Rotation 

As discussed in Chapter 2.3.1, it is important to utilize many different directions when 

calculating the Φ-descriptor for a pair of objects; the more directions utilized, the more complete 

the relative position information contained within the Φ-descriptor will be. Additionally, it is 

important that the direction set utilized is of an even number of evenly distributed directions. 

This is due to the same Φ-regions being extracted from the object pair in direction -θ as are 

extracted in direction θ. As mentioned in Chapter 2.3.1, this allows for the Φ-regions of direction 

θ to be used when determining the Φ-group areas and heights for direction -θ (θ + 180°), thus 
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reducing the number of directions that must be processed. As such, the number of directions 

within the direction set should be k = 2j where j ∈ ℤ, j ≥ 1 [9] [37]. 

To simplify the process of determining the Φ-regions for each direction, we employ an 

object rotation approach so that all directions may be analyzed the same way, as was done in [9] 

[37]. After analyzing the object pair in direction θ, we rotate the objects by an angle about their 

centroid, in a process summarized in Algorithm 3.1, to the next direction to be checked (θ = θ + 

360° / k) [9] [37]. This allows each direction to be processed by scanning across the objects left-

to-right, as will be discussed in later sections. Object rotation is to be repeated after analysis of 

the object pair for each direction, the steps of which are outlined in Sections 3.3 to 3.8. It should 

be noted that any changes made to the objects or global memory during these steps are reset 

upon rotation.  

Algorithm 3.1            Object Pair Rotation [9] [37] 

1. xSum = 0.0, ySum = 0.0 

2. numPolynodes = 0 

3. for all Polygon p in Object A or B do 

4.     xSum += p.x 

5.     ySum += p.y 

6.     numPolynodes++ 

7. end 

8. centroid = (xSum / numPolynodes, ySum / numPolynodes) 

9. for all Coordinate c in Object A or B do 

10.     ∆x = c.x − centroid.x 

11.     ∆y = c.y − centroid.y 

12.     c.x = centroid.x + ∆x ∗ cosθ − ∆y ∗ sinθ 

13.     c.y = centroid.y + ∆x ∗ sinθ + ∆y ∗ cosθ 

14. end 
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3.3 Points of Interest 

To properly calculate the Φ-regions of a pair of objects in direction θ, it is necessary to 

understand at which locations in a region of interaction the Φ-groups change. As discussed in 

Chapter 2.3.1 and Chapter 3.1, Φ-groups correspond to changes in the object source of the object 

pair across a direction θ. As discussed in Chapter 2.3.2, this concept was developed for the raster 

case, where it maps directly to the idea of pixels grouped by the same object source, with the Φ-

regions represented by these pixel groupings. Previously, in [9] [37], this concept was adapted to 

the idea of “endpoints”, polynodes that lie on lines cast through the pair of objects in direction θ, 

which form the ends of the edges of the Φ-regions. As was noted in [9] [37], such polynodes 

represent areas where Φ-groups change due to belonging to the edges of objects. As such, they 

are helpful in the analysis and derivation of Φ-regions. 

While it would be sufficient to run rays through every polynode of the object pair to 

determine Φ-regions in a manner similar to the raster approach, this is often inefficient. As 

shown in Figure 3.7, many such rays do not cause any changes in Φ-groups while traversing 

vertically through the object pairs due to the set of object edges between them corresponding to 

the same changes in object sources. As such, it is desirable to identify which object polynodes 

specifically cause changes to occur in Φ-groups whilst traveling vertically and pass rays through 

only those polynodes. This process facilitates the calculation of the minimal point-pair-based Φ-

regions required to tile the region of interaction properly. Such polynodes, then, are of particular 

interest to the problem of Φ-descriptor calculation, and henceforth will be referred to as “points 
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of interest”. As was done in [9] [37], the types of polynodes that can be identified as points of 

interest are as follows: 

• Object edge intersections within the region of interaction, 

• Local minima and maxima within the region of interaction, 

• The top-most and bottom-most polynodes of the region of interaction, and 

• Any neighboring polynodes perfectly horizontal to these other points of interest within a 

given polygon. 

The selection of points of interest is demonstrated in Figure 3.8 with an example pair of 

objects. A flag is set within these polynode variables marking them as points of interest, to be 

referred to for later steps of the process. 

Figure 3.7: A subset of rays passed through all polynodes of a pair of objects in direction θ. Note that between rays 

A and C, the set of polygon edges between rays correspond to the same set of changes in object sources. Similar 

applies between rays C and H. As such, rays B, D, E, F and G are irrelevant. 
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Figure 3.8: The points of interest for an example pair of objects in direction θ. Points of interest are marked with red 

dots. Red lines have also been added to show the bounds of the region of interaction, showing that polynodes outside 

of this region are not counted as points of interest. 

 

3.4 Rays 

Once we have determined which object polynodes are points of interest, we can move on 

to the process of constructing the Φ-regions. Similar to the previous vector Φ-descriptor 

algorithm [9] [37], we first run a line (ray) through every point of interest in direction θ. Every 

location the ray passes through the edges of a body or hole polygon is then stored as a list of 

polynodes. If the ray passes through an object edge at a location not currently occupied by a 

polynode, then a new polynode is created and inserted into the objects, with shared polynodes 

and object sources set as necessary. Afterwards, for every ray, we scan across the list of ray 

polynodes from left-to-right. As discussed in Chapter 3.3, the points of interest represent a 

change in Φ-groups above and below them; however, the same cannot be said for every endpoint 

on their corresponding rays. As shown in Figure 3.9, such irrelevant endpoints are due to the 
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object edges running between and next to them, not causing changes in object source when 

crossing the associated ray. It is notable, then, that the only endpoints relevant to the construction 

of minimal point-pair-based Φ-regions are the points of interest and those endpoints directly 

adjacent to them on the rays. As such, for every point of interest encountered, mark each point of 

interest and the ray polynodes directly adjacent to them as Φ-group-dividing polynodes. As will 

be discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, these dividing polynodes will be utilized to assist in 

constructing the edges of minimal Φ-regions. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the result of these steps 

applied to an example pair of objects, and the process detailed in this chapter is summarized in 

Algorithm 3.2. 

Figure 3.9: Rays from an example set of objects. Note that the ray line segments in grey represent the same changes 

in object source above and below them at their endpoints, and as such, do not represent a change in Φ-groups. 

Figure 3.10: Dividing polynodes for an example pair of objects. Red dots represent points of interest. Purple dots 

represent other dividing polynodes. Segments of the rays defined by the points of interest have been included 

between dividing polynodes. 
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Additionally, processing is done to specifically detect rays that only pass through one of 

the objects. Such rays, and the regions they define above them, should not contribute to the Φ-

groups; they do not represent relative positions between the two objects in that direction as only 

one of the objects is involved. Such rays, then, are specifically marked to ignore the Φ-regions 

they define above them, as was done in [8]. For consistency with other parts of the Φ-descriptor 

creation process, rays are only marked as passing through an object if the object's edges pass 

through above it. 

Algorithm 3.2            Ray Creation 

1. for all Point of Interest poi do 

2.     if no ray has been made at poi.y then 

3.         ray = list of Polynodes 

4.         for all Polynode p in object A or B do 

5.             if p.y == poi.y then ray.pushBack(p) 

6.             elseif intersect(edge(p, p.nextNeighbour()), horizontal line at poi.y) then 

7.                 ray.pushBackEndpoint(intersection) 

8.                 p.addNextNeighbour(intersection) 

9.             end 

10.         end 

11.         sortEndpointsLeftToRight(ray) 

12.         if not bothObjectsInRay(ray) then setRayToIgnoreRegionsAbove(ray) 

13.         rays.pushBack(ray) 

14.     end 

15. end 
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3.5 Boundaries 

As was discussed in Chapter 2.3.2, derivation of the Φ-regions was handled through the 

use of endpoints. By comparing the object source changes represented by the endpoints, Φ-

groups could be determined, and their corresponding Φ-regions could be found via counter-

clockwise traversal [9] [37]. However, as discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, this process is complicated 

by the presence of endpoints connected to more than one object edge, as they no longer represent 

one object source change. Such endpoints require multiple counter-clockwise traversals of the 

object pairs to derive Φ-regions, as well as careful handling of the Φ-groups internal to the 

endpoint. To simplify this process, we instead use the object edges that run off the endpoints for 

analysis and Φ-region construction. As discussed previously, an object edge directly represents a 

change in the object source, and by extension, represents a border between Φ-regions. As such, 

these Φ-group-defining object edges, henceforth referred to as ‘object boundaries’, can be 

directly analyzed in a manner similar to the algorithm for analyzing pixel groupings in the raster 

case, in a process partially inspired by [8] [16]. For consistency and easier construction of Φ-

regions, we only consider the object boundaries above their associated rays. 

To do so, we must first determine the minimal amount of object boundaries needed to 

define these Φ-groups for the point-pair-based Φ-regions. To begin this process, we scan across 

each ray, ignoring rays that have been set to ignore the regions they define above themselves, for 

the Φ-group-dividing polynodes and ray polynodes directly above such region-ignoring rays. For 

every such polynode found, we check for the object edges that run upwards from the polynode. 

To do so, we first check each neighboring object polynode of the given ray polynode, including 
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those of the polynodes it overlaps if it is a shared polynode. For each neighboring object 

polynode that lies above the current ray, we then travel the linked list of neighboring object 

polynodes, storing each in an ordered list of polynodes. During this time, we update the object 

source of the list of polynodes by considering the object source of each polynode we traverse. If 

a polynode with an object source of I (shared between polygons of both objects) is encountered, 

we assume the entire list to represent an object source of I; otherwise, we assume the list to 

represent an object source of A or B. 

Once we arrive at a dividing polynode (which, due to how they are defined, lies on a ray) 

or a ray set to ignore regions, we then store the ordered list of encountered polynodes as an 

object boundary, with the determined object source, within the starting endpoint. It is important 

to note that any ray polynode that is not a dividing polynode should only neighbor two other 

object polynodes, one of which will be the previous polynode in the object boundary. If the ray 

polynode did not, it would represent an intersection, minima, or maxima and would be a dividing 

polynode itself. It is also important to note that, as a result, a single boundary may cross multiple 

rays due to not encountering a dividing polynode on that ray, which will be important later for 

defining minimal point-pair-based Φ-regions. 

While these steps are sufficient in the general case, it should be noted that due to the 

presence of shared polynodes and, by extension, shared boundaries, it is necessary to include 

safeguards against repeated detections of object boundaries. To do so, we include two flags with 

every polynode variable. The first flag tracks if the polynode is already included in a boundary 

for the given starting ray polynode; if a boundary only contains polynodes already included in a 
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boundary, then the boundary is a repeat detection and is discarded. The second flag tracks the 

special case of a boundary constructed of only two polynodes; if no such two-length boundary 

exists for the ending ray polynode, then the boundary is assumed not to be a repeat. These flags 

are all reset after each object polynode neighbouring the ray polynode has been processed. 

Figure 3.11 showcases the results of these steps performed on a ray cast through an 

example pair of objects, and the process detailed in this chapter is summarized in Algorithm 3.3.  

Figure 3.11: Boundaries extracted from a single ray (the bottommost ray) for an example pair of objects. Blue lines 

represent boundaries belonging to object A. Green lines represent boundaries belonging to both objects. Note that 

the two leftmost boundaries cross multiple rays due to not encountering a dividing polynode along those rays. 
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Algorithm 3.3            Finding Object Boundaries 

1. for all Ray r in rays do 

2.     for all Dividing Polynode d in r.endpoints do 

3.         for all Polynode p in neighboursOfNodeAndShared(d) do 

4.             if p.y > d.y then 

5.                 boundary = list of Polynodes 

6.                 boundary.pushBack(d) 

7.                 boundary.pushBack(p) 

8.                 boundary.source = d.source 

9.                 while p is not a Dividing Polynode do 

10.                     p = p.nextNeighbour() 

11.                     boundary.pushBack(p) 

12.                     if p.source = I then boundary.source = I 

13.                 end 

14.                 if boundary contains only 2 polynodes then 

15.                     if boundary.back().inTwoLengthBoundary then continue 

16.                     else 

17.                         d.boundaries.pushBack(boundary) 

18.                         boundary.setAllNodesAsExplored() 

19.                         boundary.back().inTwoLengthBoundary = true 

20.                     end 

21.                 elseif boundary contains no unexplored polynodes then continue 

22.                 else 

23.                         d.boundaries.pushBack(boundary) 

24.                         boundary.setAllNodesAsExplored() 

25.                 end 

26.             end 

27.         end 

28.         for all Polynode p in d.boundaries do 

29.             p.explored = false 

30.             p.inTwoLengthBoundary = false 

31.         end 

32.     end 

33. end 
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3.6 Φ-Regions 

After finding all the appropriate object boundaries, we can easily build the Φ-regions and 

determine their corresponding Φ-groups in a process similar to that described in [7] and loosely 

inspired by [16]. Assuming that the object source located outside of the region of interaction is 

always N, we can scan across the rays horizontally to find the changes in object source and, by 

extension, determine the Φ-regions and their corresponding Φ-regions as derived from the point-

pair relationships [7]. For each ray, we begin by storing the leftmost boundary encountered 

(stored within its starting ray polynode as described in Chapter 3.5) and the object sources on 

both sides of the boundary (the first of which is outside the region of interaction). After we 

encounter the next boundary, we determine and store the object source to the right of that 

boundary, removing the object source not associated with that boundary (to the left of the 

previous boundary). Then, we stitch together the two boundaries by running horizontal edges 

along the topmost and bottommost rays belonging to the two boundaries to form the Φ-region. 

We then determine the point-pair-based Φ-group from the three object sources determined by 

those two boundaries, both in the left-to-right and right-to-left directions, and assign them to the 

Φ-region. We then store this Φ-region in a global list of point-pair-based Φ-regions, to be 

processed for the Φ-descriptor in later steps discussed in Chapter 3.8. This process is repeated for 

all boundaries of the ray and all rays associated with the object pair. 

Due to the presence of object boundaries that cross multiple rays, it should be noted that 

it is sometimes necessary to extend a boundary (or both) to match each other horizontally (such 

that the boundaries’ ending ray polynodes belong to the same ray). To do so, the lower of the two 
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boundaries is extended by taking the boundary associated with the current ending ray polynode 

of the boundary and adding the polynodes of that boundary to the boundary being extended, 

repeating until they match. An example of boundaries being extended is shown in Figure 3.12. It 

should be noted that in such a scenario, the ending ray polynode of the boundary being extended 

will only have one boundary associated with it. If the ending ray polynode did have more than 

one boundary associated with it, then by the definition of boundaries, the polynode would 

represent an intersection, minima or maxima, and thus be a point of interest. As such, the Φ-

group would change when passing by the polynode vertically; thus, the Φ-region currently being 

made would already stop at that ray polynode as neither boundary would extend past that point 

of interest as their ending ray polynodes would be dividing polynodes. Similarly, if a boundary 

does not start at the given ray, it should be ignored to avoid repeated creation of Φ-regions, 

though its changes made to the Φ-group should still be considered. 

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 showcase the results from this process applied to an example pair 

of objects, and the process detailed in this chapter is summarized in Algorithm 3.4.  

Figure 3.12: An example of boundaries (blue lines) being extended from a single ray (the bottommost ray) to form a 

singular Φ-region from an example pair of objects. 
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Figure 3.13: Φ-regions extracted from an example pair of objects in direction θ. Blue regions belong to object A. 

Yellow regions belong to Object B. Green regions belong to both objects. Red regions belong to neither object. 

Figure 3.14: The Φ-groups corresponding to the Φ-regions in Figure 3.11, in direction θ (on the left) and direction -θ 

(on the right).  
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Algorithm 3.4            Φ-Region Construction 

1. for all Ray r in rays do 

2.     prevBoundary = null 

3.     currentBoundary = r.boundaries[0] 

4.     prevSource = N 

5.     currentSource = N 

6.     nextSource = sourceAfterCrossingBoundary(currentBoundary, currentSource) 

7.     for i = 1, r.numBoundaries do 

8.         prevBoundary = currentBoundary 

9.         currentBoundary = r.boundaries[i] 

10.         prevSource = currentSource 

11.         currentSource = nextSource 

12.         nextSource = sourceAfterCrossingBoundary(currentBoundary, currentSource) 

13.         if prevBoundary.start.y ≠ r.y or currentBoundary.start.y ≠ r.y then continue end 

14.         while prevBoundary.end.y ≠ currentBoundary.end.y do 

15.             extendBoundary(hasLowerEnd(prevBoundary, currentBoundary)) 

16.         end 

17.         phiRegion = phiRegion(prevBoundary, currentBoundary) 

18.         phiRegion.phiGroup = phiGroup(prevSource, currentSource, nextSource) 

19.         phiRegions.pushBack(phiRegion) 

20.     end 

21. end 

 

 

3.6.1 Encloses and Divides 

As discussed in Chapter 2.3.1, two special elementary relationships are recorded besides 

the point-pair relationships and the total region of interaction: encloses and divides. In order to 

find the Φ-regions associated with these relationships, we can apply similar methods to finding 

the Φ-regions of the point-pair-based Φ-groups. First, as the extended boundaries as described 

previously are made specifically for the creation of minimal point-pair-based Φ-groups, we need 
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to convert them to a form we can use to find the Φ-regions of the encloses and divides 

relationships. To accomplish this, we split each boundary at each polynode where it intersects a 

ray and store the non-extended boundaries in a list, repeating for every ray. Then, we scan each 

ray left-to-right in a manner similar to finding the point-pair-based Φ-groups; as discussed in 

Chapter 2.3.1, we are specifically searching for instances of object source A located between 

instances of object source B, and vice-versa. 

To identify these instances of the encloses and divides relationships, we perform the 

following steps for each boundary of the given ray: 

1. Identify what change in object source the boundary represents, and record whether this 

change represents an entry or exit from either object. 

2. If the boundary represents a change in object source to A, store the boundary as the start 

of a potential divides Φ-region. If the boundary represents a change to a source other than 

A, and a previous potential divides Φ-region boundary exists, stitch together the two 

boundaries into a Φ-region using the same process done for the point-pair-based Φ-

regions. Then, store the region in a list of potential divides Φ-regions. Perform the same 

process for changes to/from B, corresponding to potential encloses Φ-regions. 

3. If the boundary represents an exit from A (change from object source A or I to B or N), 

record that an exit from A has occurred. If the boundary represents an entry into A 

(change from object source B or N to A or I), check if a previous exit from A has 

occurred. If it has, then store all potential encloses Φ-regions in a global list of encloses 

and divides Φ-regions to be processed for the Φ-descriptor in a later step. Otherwise, 
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delete all potential encloses Φ-regions as they do not occur between instances of A as 

desired. Perform the same process for entries and exits from B (changes between object 

source B/I and A/N), corresponding to potential divides Φ-regions. 

Repeat this process for every ray passed through the inputted pair of objects. Figure 3.15 

demonstrates this process applied to a single ray in an example pair of objects, and the process 

detailed in this chapter is summarized in Algorithm 3.5. It should be noted that this process does 

not create minimal encloses and divides Φ-regions as it does for the point-pair-based Φ-regions, 

and figuring out how to do so is left as future work.  

Figure 3.15: Encloses and divides Φ-regions for an example pair of objects in direction θ. The blue region represents 

the divides Φ-group. The yellow region represents the encloses Φ-group. 
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Algorithm 3.5            Φ-Region Creation for Encloses and Divides Relationships 

1. for all Ray r in rays do 

2.     foundExitFromA = false, foundExitFromB = false 

3.     startOfRegionA = null, startOfRegionB = null 

4.     potentialEncloses = list of PhiRegions, potentialDivides = list of PhiRegions 

5.     currentSource = N 

6.     for i = 0, r.numBoundaries do 

7.         prevSource = currentSource 

8.         currentSource = sourceAfterCrossingBoundary(r.boundaries[i], currentSource) 

9.         currentBoundary = shrinkBoundaryToNotExtend(r.boundaries[i]) 

10.         if currentSource == A then startOfRegionA = currentBoundary 

11.         elseif startOfRegionA ≠ null then 

12.             phiRegion = phiRegion(startOfRegionA, currentBoundary, divides) 

13.             potentialDivides.pushBack(phiRegion) 

14.             startOfRegionA = null 

15.         end 

16.         if currentSource == B then startOfRegionB = currentBoundary 

17.         elseif startOfRegionB ≠ null then 

18.             phiRegion = phiRegion(startOfRegionB, currentBoundary, encloses) 

19.             potentialEncloses.pushBack(phiRegion) 

20.             startOfRegionB = null 

21.         end 

22.         if isEntryA(prevSource, currentSource) then 

23.             if foundExitFromA then 

24.                 for all PhiRegion phi in potentialEncloses do phiRegions.pushBack(phi) end 

25.             end 

26.             potentialEncloses.clear() 

27.             foundExitFromA = false 

28.         elseif isExitA(prevSource, currentSource) then foundExitFromA = true end 

29.         if isEntryB(prevSource, currentSource) then 

30.             if foundExitFromB then 

31.                 for all PhiRegion phi in potentialDivides do phiRegions.pushBack(phi) end 

32.             end 

33.             potentialDivides.clear() 

34.             foundExitFromB = false 

35.         elseif isExitB(prevSource, currentSource) then foundExitFromB = true end 

36.     end 

37. end 
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3.7 Fine-Tuning 

While the steps outlined so far are sufficient for determining the Φ-groups represented by 

a pair of objects in the majority of cases, there are a few remaining cases where they fail to detect 

specific elementary relationships. As shown in Figure 3.16, specific configurations lead to 

failures in the detection of elementary relationships belonging to the follows, leads, and starts Φ-

groups; despite visually touching, the area/height corresponding to these relationships only 

encompasses a 1D segment along the rays passed through the objects at a single shared 

polynode, and thus are not detected in the Φ-regions above or below them. To properly handle 

these cases, then, we make use of a fine-tuning approach [36] to ensure that the presence of these 

Φ-groups does not go unreported. As these special cases only encompass a 1D segment along the 

rays, they encompass zero area/height; thus, it is necessary to include a different method of 

reporting these values to differentiate them from the case where no elementary relationships 

belonging to these Φ-groups exists. To do so, we report the existence of these 1D Φ-regions 

through the use of an infinitesimal quantity 0+, such that 0 < 0+ < x for all x ∈ ℝ+ [36]. It should 

be noted that it is only necessary to use this value within the resulting Φ-descriptor if the Φ-

group area/height for the corresponding direction θ would otherwise be 0, as discussed further in 

Chapter 3.8. Algorithm 3.6 summarizes the fine-tuning process as detailed in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.16: Examples of object pairs that touch but do not exhibit follows, leads or starts relationships under the 

approach described in Section 3.6. Note that along the given ray (shown in red) the objects touch at a shared 

polynode, not a shared edge; as such, the touching behaviour goes undetected as the corresponding leads (on the 

left) and starts (on the right) relationships (as described in Fig. 2.2) encompass no actual area/height in direction θ, 

and thus are not found in the Φ-regions above or below the ray. 

To fine-tune these Φ-groups, we begin scanning across the rays in a process similar to the 

process for constructing Φ-regions, tracking how the object source changes across the ray; again, 

it is assumed that the area outside of the region of interaction has an object source of N. Unlike 

the process for constructing Φ-regions, however, we only care about changes in the source of the 

1D ray segments, which is dependant on the boundaries above and below them; as such, it is 

necessary to track them separately. For each ray polynode, we tally up how many object edges 

running off of the polynode are above or below the ray, keeping separate tallies for the two 

objects; if the number of edges above/below the ray for a certain object is odd, then the source 

above/below the ray changes to reflect the entry/exit into the object. Once both the object source 

above and below the ray have been updated to reflect the changes brought on by passing through 
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the ray polynode, then the total change in the source of the segments of the ray can be 

determined via the combination of the object source above and below it (e.g., if the object source 

above the ray segment is A and the object source below is B, then the object source of the ray 

segment is I). By tracking how the object source changes as we travel across the ray, we can 

determine the corresponding Φ-groups in the usual point-pair-based method, as done in Chapter 

3.6.1. If the follows, leads or starts Φ-groups are detected from these point-pairs, then a flag is 

set marking the Φ-group as being fine-tuned in the current direction θ. 

While this covers most of the special cases, there are a few remaining object pairs 

configurations where the method would still fail to detect the  follows and leads relationships. As 

shown in Figure 3.17, such object pairs have no rays that pass through a segment of both object 

A and B, instead passing through a single polynode for at least one of the two. To handle these 

configurations, then, we add a special case to the fine-tuning method, as was done in [36]. If a 

ray polynode is such that one of the objects has edges running off it but causes no change in 

object source of the segments connected to it (or rather, that it has even numbers of rays above 

and below it with at least one being non-zero), then we mark the ray polynode as an extremum of 

the object. If such a ray polynode is detected, then we check if the object source of the ray 

segments changes at the polynode such that it switches between A/B and N. If it switches from A 

to N (such that the polynode is an extremum of object B), then we set the flag for fine-tuned 

follows in the current direction θ. If it switches from B to N (such that the polynode is an 

extremum of object A), then we set the flag for fine-tuned leads in the current direction θ. If 

either of the changes occur in the opposite direction (N to A/B), then we set the corresponding 

flag for the opposite direction -θ. 
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Figure 3.17: An example pair of objects that exhibits touching behaviour, shown at multiple rotations. Note that 

there is not a Φ-region that corresponds to the follows or starts behaviour above or below the given ray (shown in 

red), nor is there a rotation that leads to 1D segments of both objects lying on the ray. 

Algorithm 3.6            Follows, Leads, Starts Φ-Group Fine-Tuning [36] 

1. for all Ray r in rays do 

2.     currentSourceAbove = N, currentSourceBelow = N 

3.     nextSourceAbove = N, nextSourceBelow = N 

4.     for all Polynode p in polynodes do 

5.         prevSourceAbove = currentSourceAbove 

6.         prevSourceBelow = currentSourceBelow 

7.         currentSourceAbove = nextSourceAbove 

8.         currentSourceBelow = nextSourceBelow 

9.         edgesAboveA = numEdgesAboveOfObjectSource(p, A)  

10.         edgesAboveB = numEdgesAboveOfObjectSource(p, B) 

11.         edgesBelowA = numEdgesBelowOfObjectSource(p, A) 

12.         edgesBelowB = numEdgesBelowOfObjectSource(p, B) 

13.         nextSourceAbove = updateSource(nextSourceAbove, edgesAboveA, edgesAboveB) 

14.         nextSourceBelow = updateSource(nextSourceBelow, edgesBelowA, edgesBelowB) 

15.         prevSource = source(prevSourceAbove, prevSourceBelow)  

16.         currentSource = source(currentSourceAbove, currentSourceBelow)  

17.         nextSource = source(nextSourceAbove, nextSourceBelow) 

18.         phi = phiGroup(prevSource, currentSource, nextSource) 

19.         negPhi = phiGroup(nextSource, currentSource, prevSource) 

20.         if phi == follows or leads or starts then fineTune[θ][phi] = true 

21.         if negPhi == follows or leads or starts then fineTune[-θ][negPhi] = true 

22.         if bothAreEvenAndOneIsNonZero(edgesAboveA, edgesBelowA) then 
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23.             if currentSource == B and nextSource == N then  

24.                 fineTune[θ][leads] = true 

25.             elseif currentSource == N and nextSource == B then  

26.                 fineTune[-θ][leads] = true 

27.             end 

28.         end 

29.         if bothAreEvenAndOneIsNonZero(edgesAboveB, edgesBelowB) then 

30.             if currentSource == A and nextSource == N then  

31.                 fineTune[θ][follows] = true 

32.             elseif currentSource == N and nextSource == A then  

33.                 fineTune[-θ][follows] = true 

34.             end 

35.         end 

36.     end 

37. end 

 

 

3.8 Φ-Descriptor 

Once we have determined all the point-pair-based, encloses, and divides Φ-regions 

corresponding to the current direction θ, we can move on to building the Φ-descriptor for that 

direction. As discussed in Chapter 2.3, the Φ-descriptor corresponds to the total areas and heights 

of every Φ-region associated with a Φ-group for each desired direction. The process for 

determining these values is identical to [9] [37]. To determine the Φ-descriptor values for θ, we 

first find the area of every Φ-region, using the process described in [26] and shown in Algorithm 

3.7. We then find the height of every Φ-region, corresponding to the difference in the y-value of 

the highest and lowest polynodes of the Φ-region. Then, we sum the total area and height 

belonging to each Φ-region corresponding to a specific Φ-group and store that data in the Φ-
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descriptor for that direction. For the follows, leads and starts Φ-groups specifically, if the 

area/height summates to 0 then we check the flags set in Chapter 3.7 for the presence of 

infinitesimal fine-tuned quantities; if they are set accordingly, then we update the data for the 

corresponding Φ-groups to “0+” to reflect this. Next, to determine the area of the entire region of 

interaction (width Φ-group) for direction θ, we summate the area of all point-pair-based Φ-

regions, which, as discussed previously, represents a tiling of the region of interaction. Finally, to 

determine the height of the region of interaction for that direction, we find the difference in y-

value of the highest and lowest polynodes of the region of interaction, subtracting the ignored 

height above rays containing only one object. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.3.1 and 3.2, the same Φ-regions are found in the opposite 

direction (-θ); as such, the process can be simplified by reusing the Φ-regions from direction θ. 

However, it should be noted that the point-pair-based Φ-regions may correspond to a different Φ-

group when running in the opposite direction (as shown in Figure 3.12). As such, the values 

should be recalculated to reflect this. In addition, if the Φ-group is the same for both θ and -θ for 

the point-pair-based Φ-regions, then we divide the areas and heights for those Φ-regions in half 

when summating them [7].  

Algorithm 3.7            Φ-Region Area [9] [26] [37] 

38. area = 0.0 

39. numPolynodes = number of polynodes defining the given Φ-region 

40. j = numPolynodes - 1 

41. for i = 0, numPolynodes do 

42.     area += (Φ-region[j].x + Φ-region[i].x) * (Φ-region[j].y – Φ-region[i].y) 

43.     j = i 

44. end 

45. area = abs(area / 2) 
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Chapter 4 

Experiments 

In this chapter, we detail the experiments performed to validate the performance of the 

boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor calculation algorithm against that of the 2D raster and 

old 2D vector algorithms. Chapter 4.1 details the methodology behind the experiments, including 

the methods for object generation, vector image rasterization, Φ-descriptor normalization, and 

the similarity measures utilized. Chapter 4.2 discusses the results of the experiments performed 

with objects compatible with the previous 2D vector algorithm, discussing the runtime 

performance of the algorithms and the similarity of the Φ-descriptors produced. Chapter 4.3 

covers the results of the experiments performed with objects newly supported by our 2D vector 

algorithm, including objects with holes, objects made of disjoint parts and objects sharing 

polynodes and/or with parallel overlapping edges. 

 

4.1 Methodology 

To validate the performance of the new algorithm for computation of the Φ-descriptor for 

2D vector objects, automated experiments have been developed. These tests have been 

developed to compare the performance of the new 2D vector algorithm against the previous 

algorithm in cases where it was functional, and against the 2D raster algorithm. Generally, the 

methodology for these experiments is as follows: 

1. Generate pairs of vector objects, as described in Chapter 4.1.1. 
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2. Calculate the Φ-descriptor for the pair of objects using the new 2D vector algorithm, as 

described in Chapter 3. 

3. If the object pair is supported, calculate the Φ-descriptor using the old 2D vector 

algorithm, as described in Chapter 2.3.3. 

4. Rasterize the objects into series of images at varying, set resolutions, as described in 

Chapter 4.1.2. 

5. Calculate the Φ-descriptor for each raster object pair using the 2D raster algorithm, as 

described in Chapter 2.3.2. 

6. Compare each of the descriptors using the process described in Chapter 4.1.3. 

Through this method, many different object pairs can be created and analyzed, allowing 

for the gathering of many varied results. In total, 500 different object pairs were generated and 

analyzed, with 250 of those object pairs representing objects compatible with all three 

algorithms. The rest covered cases previously unsupported by the 2D vector algorithm, as 

described in Chapter 2.3.3. In addition, the processing times of each of the algorithms have been 

recorded for further analysis of their performance.  

 

4.1.1 Object Generation 

To test the performance of the three algorithms against each other, polygons have been 

randomly generated using the approach described in [9] [27] [37]. The object generation accepts 

various variables for defining how polygons should be formed: the minimum and maximum 

number of polynodes each polygon should have, the average distance of each polynode from the 
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center of the polygon, how much variance (spikiness) in this distance, and how much variance 

(irregularity) in angle from the center each polynode should have. Then, starting from an 

inputted center point, these polynodes are placed randomly according to these variables in a 

clockwise pattern, forming the testing objects. To ensure compatibility with the old method for 

calculating the Φ-descriptor of 2D vector objects, objects are generated with only one such 

polygon. The resulting objects cover a wide range of scenarios, with spiky polygons that exhibit 

a wide range of spatial relationships. Examples of polygons generated through this approach are 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Examples of simple polygon objects generated for testing against the 2D raster, original 2D vector, and 

boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor calculation algorithms. 
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For testing the performance of the new approach for 2D vector Φ-descriptor calculation 

in the newly supported scenarios (objects with disjoint parts, objects with holes, object pairs with 

parallel overlapping edges, etc.), a slightly modified approach has been utilized. For every 

polygon generated, it is first decided whether or not a polynode or an edge of the previous 

polygon will be inherited to the new polygon. If an edge/polynode is inherited, then a new 

polygon center is chosen a random distance away from the edge/polynode based on the average 

distance and spikiness variables. Otherwise, the center point is based on the previous center. This 

step ensures that objects with shared polynodes/edges exist within the testing set. Then, after a 

polygon has been generated, it is decided whether the object will feature a hole, which is a 

scaled-down version of the polygon with a random offset from its center. This step ensures that 

objects with holes exist within the testing set and can create objects with disjoint parts due to 

holes splitting apart the polygon. Finally, it is determined whether the polygon generated belongs 

to object A or B; the first always belongs to object A and the second to object B, ensuring that 

both polygons contain at least one polygon. This step ensures objects with disjoint parts exist 

within the testing set due to alternating object membership combined with the previous step 

shifting the center of objects. This step can also create holes between polygons of the same 

membership due to the spikiness of the objects generated. Overall, these changes ensure that the 

test set consists of objects belonging to the scenarios the updated 2D vector Φ-descriptor 

approach has been designed to newly support, and includes examples of all of the Φ-groups. 

Examples of polygons generated through this approach are shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Examples of complex polygon objects generated for testing against the 2D raster and boundary-based 2D 

vector Φ-descriptor calculation algorithms. Examples shown include objects made of multiple disjoint parts, objects 

with holes, object pairs with shared polynodes, and object pairs with parallel overlapping edges. 
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4.1.2 Vector Image Rasterization 

In order to test the same pair of objects against both types of approaches, it is necessary 

to include a method for rasterizing the vector object input. Firstly, the images are outputted from 

the 2D vector program as an SVG vector image, utilizing the even-odd rule [28] for objects with 

holes. Then, as was done in [9] [37], the objects are rasterized to PNG format using the librsvg 

library and then converted to PBM format by the Python Pillow library to be used by the 2D 

raster program. To ensure proper compatibility with the 2D raster program, interpolation of the 

edges of the objects is turned off to prevent blurring [9] [37]. This process is repeated for varying 

image resolutions between 100x100 and 1900x1900 in order to be able to test the impact of 

raster image resolution on the results. 

 

4.1.3 Descriptor Similarity Measures 

To compare the output of the algorithms for the experiments, two similarity measures 

have been selected, as used previously to judge the performance of the 2D raster and vector 

approaches [8] [9] [37]. The first of these measures, MinMax, determines similarity by 

comparing minimum and maximum values in the datasets [29]. For each datapoint shared 

between the two descriptors, take the minimum and maximum values of that pair and add them 

to their respective sums. Once all datapoints in the descriptors have been compared, divide the 

sum of the minimum values by the sum of the maximum values; the closer this value is to 1.00, 

the more similar the two descriptors are [9] [37]. The other measure, SubAdd, determines 

similarity by comparing the ratio between the sums and differences of the various datapoints of 
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the descriptors [9] [37]. For each datapoint shared between the two descriptors, the absolute 

value of the sum and difference of the two descriptors is determined and added to their respective 

sums. Once all datapoints in the descriptors have been compared, divide the sum of the 

differences by the sum of the sums and subtract this value from 1; the closer this value is to 1.00, 

the more similar the two descriptors are [9] [37]. 

Using these different similarity measures we can validate the results of the new approach 

against those of the previous 2D raster and vector approaches. However, to properly compare the 

results of the vector against those of the raster, we must also normalize the descriptors before 

comparison; this is due to the impact of image resolution has on the raster results as larger 

resolutions result in larger values. To accomplish this, each Φ-group area/height value for a 

direction is simply divided by that direction’s width area/height value; this results in each Φ-

group area/height value represents a percentage of the overall region of interaction for that 

direction. Similarity measures are then applied against these normalized values, with those of the 

non-normalized width Φ-group omitted. 

 

4.2 Tests with Simple Objects 

For the first test, objects were generated such that they were compatible with all three 

approaches, as detailed in Chapter 4.1.1. In total, 250 such object pairs were generated, with each 

object pair tested with each algorithm to obtain descriptor output for determining similarity. Each 

object pair was tested against each algorithm 5 times, with the average runtimes stored for 

comparison. Similarity measures were determined for the new 2D vector approach against the 
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output of both the 2D raster and the old 2D vector approach. For comparisons against the old 2D 

vector approach, only the previously supported point-pair-based Φ-groups were compared (i.e., 

excluding encloses and divides). 

As shown in Figure 4.3, the updated 2D vector approach displays a high degree of 

similarity with that of the 2D raster approach, showing similarities greater than 90% for the 

majority of results for both MinMax and SubAdd when compared against images with a 

resolution greater than 100x100. For those lower resolutions, results tended to be more 

dissimilar, though still highly similar for most of the results. This, however, is to be expected, as 

the smaller image sizes offer less information to the raster algorithm, which can result in objects 

looking as though they touch, becoming made of disjoint parts or other rasterization errors (as 

shown in Figure 4.4). In turn, this results in the two methodologies producing different results, 

simply due to the difference in detail of the information offered to them; this is backed up by the 

general increase in the similarity measures as the image resolution increases. This is also the 

reason for the generally lower height similarities, as will be further discussed in Chapter 4.3. 

Additionally, it was found that the old and new approaches to 2D vector Φ-descriptor calculation 

produced identical output for this object dataset (excluding the encloses and divides Φ-groups 

unsupported by the original algorithm), as compared under both MinMax and SubAdd. This 

shows not only parity with the old vector approach but also that the inclusion of the encloses and 

divides Φ-groups does not have a negative impact on the similarity of the raster and updated 

vector approaches.  
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Figure 4.3: MinMax and SubAdd similarity between the outputs of the 2D raster and boundary-based 2D vector Φ-

descriptor calculation algorithms for the simple polygon object dataset. 
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Figure 4.4: An object pair that displayed low similarity scores at raster image resolution 100x100. Thin edges were 

rasterized such that they appear to be made of distinct parts, and nearly parallel edges located close to each other 

were rasterized such that they appear to be parallel and overlapping. 

Figure 4.5 displays the runtime results for both versions of the 2D vector approach and 

the 2D raster approach under various resolutions. From these results, it can be seen how the 

vector approaches both increase in runtime faster than the raster approach in regards to the 

number of polynodes inputted. As the number of polynodes increases, so does the complexity of 

the polygons; this leads to a general increase in the number of local minima/maxima and 

intersections. As both vector approaches rely on such points of interest to properly detect 

changes in Φ-groups, via the use of rays, such increases in complexity have a large, direct impact 

on the runtime of the algorithm as more rays must be processed. On the other hand, the 2D raster 

algorithm only cares about the total number of pixels that must be processed, which remains 

relatively fixed despite the changes in polygon complexity. As such, the raster algorithm displays 

relatively linear increases in runtime as the number of polynodes increases. Generally, the new 
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approach to 2D vector Φ-descriptor computation displays comparable performance to that of the 

2D raster for image resolutions at or below 900x900 for simple, spiky object pairs below 100 

polynodes. Additionally, the new 2D vector algorithm outperforms the old 2D vector algorithm, 

whose runtime performance is generally slower in all comparable cases.  

Figure 4.5: Processing times for the 2D raster, original 2D vector, and boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor 

calculation algorithms for the simple polygon object dataset. 
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4.3 Tests with Complex Objects 

For the second test, objects were generated such that they displayed features newly 

supported by the boundary-based 2D vector approach. In total, 250 such object pairs were 

generated, with each object pair tested against the 2D raster and new 2D vector algorithms to 

obtain descriptor output, and similarity measures were determined using this output. Each object 

pair was tested against these algorithms 5 times, with the average runtimes stored for 

comparison. 

From Figure 4.6, we can see a high degree of similarity between the output of the two 

algorithms for the majority of tested cases above 100x100 raster image resolution, as was seen 

for the simple polygon cases. Again, cases of low similarity for the 100x100 raster image 

resolution can be largely attributed to rasterization errors, which disappear as the resolution 

increases. Interestingly, however, the height output of the two approaches remains somewhat 

dissimilar for all resolutions for a very select few test cases, despite showing high area 

similarities for those same cases. Upon closer inspection, these cases seem result from the height 

of certain Φ-groups ballooning to massive scales in specific directions (300-600% ratio when 

normalized against the region of interaction height). At the same time, the vector output remains 

within expected scales.  
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Figure 4.6: MinMax and SubAdd similarity between the outputs of the 2D raster and boundary-based 2D 

vector Φ-descriptor calculation algorithms for the complex polygon object dataset. 
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This behavior can be attributed to a quirk in how Φ-group heights are calculated within 

all three versions of 2D Φ-descriptor calculation. As briefly discussed in Chapter 3.8, the height 

of a Φ-group in a direction is the sum of all heights of the Φ-regions belonging to that Φ-group. 

This can rarely result in Φ-group heights above 100% when normalized; however, this behavior 

is usually shared across the three algorithms in cases where it occurs, thus showing no 

dissimilarity. However, as shown in Figure 4.7, these dissimilar test cases feature an edge that 

becomes nearly horizontal when rotated by an angle that is not 90°, 180°, or 270°. Due to the 

nature of rasterization, this results in a jagged object edge being processed along a ray, resulting 

in repeated object membership changes. This, in turn, results in many Φ-regions detections along 

that ray, contributing heavily to the height of the Φ-groups. When the vector approaches process 

the same test cases, this issue is sidestepped simply due to the lack of any such jaggedness in the 

object edge, as it is the result of the raster format itself. However, this should not be treated as an 

error, as the raster approach is reporting the correct output based on the detail of the information 

inputted. Additionally, such dissimilar height results were possible to encounter for the simple 

polygon test cases; the issue itself is simply rare and only presented itself within the complex 

polygon test cases due to the increased number of edges in the generated objects.  
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Figure 4.7: The three worst-performing complex object pairs in terms of height similarity, as shown with raster 

image resolution 300x300. Each of these objects contains an edge that, when rotated to a specific direction, becomes 

nearly horizontal, resulting in repeated object membership changes. Each of these edges is shown in the offending 

direction. 

Figure 4.8 displays the runtime results for the 2D vector approach and the 2D raster 

approach under various resolutions for the complex polygon object dataset. As was seen in the 

simple polygon dataset, the runtime of the 2D vector approach tends to scale faster than that of 

the 2D raster approach in proportion to the number of polynodes. Interestingly, the performance 

of the 2D vector approach seems to, on average, remain below that of the 2D raster approach for 

900x900 image resolutions for longer than it did for the simple polygon cases, remaining as such 

till roughly 190 polynodes. This increase in performance is attributed to differences in the test 

cases, as the shifting of the center of the polygons results in fewer intersections and fewer rays 

processed than those test cases seen in the simple polygon dataset. In the worst case tested, with 

286 polynodes, the 2D vector approach still outperformed the highest resolution tested for the 

raster approach, 1900x1900, by an average of 0.09s. 
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Figure 4.8: Processing times for the 2D raster and boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor calculation algorithms for 

the complex polygon object dataset.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

Throughout this thesis, we have introduced an updated approach to Φ-descriptor 

calculation for 2D vector polygonal objects. Our motivation was to remove the limitations with 

the existing approach due to the lack of support for certain objects, object pairs, and spatial 

relationships, whilst also simplifying the methodology and bringing it more in-line with that of 

the 2D raster algorithm. We have discussed the algorithms used previously for 2D raster and 

vector Φ-descriptor calculation and drawn inspiration from these methods for the updated vector 

approach, mapping the idea of point-pairs to vector object boundaries. Tests were made to 

validate the performance of the boundary-based vector algorithm against that of the 2D raster 

and old 2D vector approaches. 500 vector object pairs were generated for these experiments, 

covering a wide range of objects both previously and newly supported, and Φ-descriptor outputs 

and running times of the three algorithms were compared. Overall, the results display a high 

degree of descriptor similarity and runtime performance to that of the 2D raster and old 2D 

vector approaches and show that the newly supported objects and Φ-groups do not result in a 

heavy hit to these measures. In the end, the new boundary-based 2D vector Φ-descriptor 

calculation algorithm is a worthy successor to the original 2D vector approach; the new approach 

has successfully expanded upon the old vector algorithm's capabilities to handle the object pairs 

and spatial relationships not covered previously while also decreasing the overall processing time 

required and simplifying the approach. Applications of this work are those with the need to 

detect a wide variety of spatial relationships from 2D vector information (e.g., geographic 
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information systems). Future work includes possible runtime performance improvements, such 

as creating minimal encloses and divides Φ-regions, to bring it more in-line with the performance 

of the 2D raster algorithm. 
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Appendix A 

Intersection Detection 

To properly process the inputted objects for their Φ-regions and associated boundaries, it 

is essential to note exactly where the edges of the polygons that make up these objects intersect. 

As discussed in Chapter 3.3, these locations are of particular note as they are points of interest 

that define changes in the pairs’ Φ-groups and, by extension, help define their Φ-regions. While 

the most basic approach would be to analyze these objects by checking each pair of polygon 

edges for intersections, this is also an inefficient, brute-force approach in most cases. Instead, we 

employ a sweep-line algorithm to solve the issue; adapted from [21], the sweep-line algorithm 

reduces the problem by only checking pairs of polygon edges if they both intersect with the same 

vertical line. Through various optimizations that allow for the ignoring of pairs that cannot 

possibly intersect, the number of pairs of edges that must be processed can be dramatically 

reduced [21]. This makes it a more appealing approach for the 2D vector Φ-descriptor algorithm 

as many such comparisons must be performed. 

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the method used to detect intersections 

between polygon edges of pairs of polygons in the 2D vector Φ-descriptor computation 

algorithm. Appendix A.1 discusses the sweep-line process for scanning across the pairs of 

polygons that make up the objects, as described in [21]. Appendix A.2 discusses the method used 

to further reduce the number of edge-to-edge comparisons that must be performed, using 

optimizations introduced in [21] and the processes for comparing edges for intersections and 

inserting new polynodes (vertices) into them. 
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A.1 Sweep-Line Processing 

For each pair of polygons in the inputted objects, we first begin by checking if the 

bounding boxes of the two polygons, simple rectangle shapes covering a polygon from their 

minimum/maximum x/y values, overlap; if they do not, then the two polygons cannot possibly 

have intersecting edges and are safely ignored. Once we have determined that the two polygons 

could overlap and have intersecting edges, we can start searching the two shapes for 

intersections. As discussed previously, we do so by checking for polygon edges that lay on the 

same vertical line, known as a “sweep-line”; if two edges do not have a sweep-line that they both 

intersect, then they cannot possibly intersect, as the start of one edge must occur after the end of 

another. By checking only such pairs, we can dramatically reduce the number of edge-pair 

comparisons that must be performed in most cases. We repeat this search for every pair of 

polygons, inserting new polynodes into the polygons at the location of each intersection using 

the process described in Appendix A.2. Once every polygon is processed, a list of all newly 

inserted intersection polynodes is stored for later use in determining the points of interest of the 

object (as described in Chapter 3.3). 

We begin by storing each polynode in the pair of polygons as an “event-point”, locations 

where all of the sweep-lines are passed through the two shapes. We then sort the event-points 

left-to-right, and begin scanning across the polygon by each event-point. To easily keep track of 

which polygon edges intersect the current sweep-line, which is cast vertically through the x-value 

of the current event-point, we maintain a list of such edges for both polygons being compared. At 

every event-point, we first check these lists for any edges that do not intersect the current sweep-
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line (their maximum x-value is less than the x-value of the current event-point) and remove them. 

Then, we store the polygon edges connected to the current event-point in the appropriate list; 

such edges are only inserted if the event-point is its starting endpoint or the edge runs perfectly 

vertical and is not already in the list. Finally, we compare the inserted edges to all of the edges 

stored in the opposite polygon’s list for intersections, using the process described in Appendix 

A.2 for each pair and inserting new polynodes as necessary. We repeat this process until an 

event-point is reached beyond the bounding box of one of the two polygons; at this point, no 

more intersecting edges will be found, and we can safely end the search for this pair of polygons. 

The process detailed in this chapter is summarized in Algorithm A.1. 
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Algorithm A.1            Sweep-Line Processing for Polygon Edge Intersection Detection 

1. for all Polygons P1 and P2 in Object A or B do 

2.     if not boundingBoxesOverlap(P1, P2) then continue end 

3.     eventpoints = list of all Polynodes in P1 or P2 

4.     sortLeftToRight(eventpoints) 

5.     sweepline1 = empty list of Edges from P1 

6.     sweepline2 = empty list of Edges from P2 

7.     for all Polynode p in eventpoints do 

8.         remove all Edges in sweepline1 or sweepline2 left of p 

9.         sweeplineP = sweepline1 if p belongs to P1, sweepline2 otherwise 

10.         sweeplineQ = sweepline2 if p belongs to P1, sweepline1 otherwise 

11.         prev = edge running off p in previous direction 

12.        next = edge running off p in next direction 

13.         if p is leftmost polynode of prev or prev is vertical and not in sweeplineP then 

14.             insert prev into sweeplineP 

15.             intersections = intersectList(prev, sweeplineQ) 

16.             insertIntoPolygon(intersections) 

17.         end 

18.         if p is leftmost polynode of next or next is vertical and not in sweeplineP then 

19.             insert next into sweeplineP 

20.             intersections = intersectList(next, sweeplineQ)  

21.             insertIntoPolygon(intersections) 

22.         end 

23.     end 

24. end 
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A.2 Polygon Edge Intersection Detection 

Through the sweep-line process, we can dramatically reduce the number of polygon 

edge-pair comparisons that must be performed. However, this alone does not fully eliminate the 

issue of erroneous comparisons; if all the polygon edges intersect the same sweep-line, the 

worst-case scenario, then no performance gains have been obtained as all pairs of edges would 

still be compared. As such, the sweep-line algorithm, as described by [21], includes two tests to 

refine the search further. The first of these tests is a simple bounding box check, similar to the 

one described in Appendix A.1 for polygons; if the bounding boxes of the inserted edges don’t 

intersect the bounding box of the other polygon, then the inserted edge cannot have intersections 

with edges of that polygon and is not worth testing. The second test performed against pairs of 

edges, referred to in [21] as the “same-sign test”, checks if the two polynodes of one edge both 

lie on the same side of the other edge; if they do, then the pair of edges cannot intersect and is 

again ignored. Through both tests, comparisons that could not possibly intersect are removed. 

These tests result in performance gains even if all edges lay on the same sweep-line, as truly 

impossible comparisons are removed. A final test is added, which checks if both edges are 

parallel to each other, removing cases where edges are parallel and overlapping, such as that 

shown in Figure A.1. It is important to note that such a scenario will still result in detections due 

to the edges connected to the parallel overlapping edges' polynodes being compared to the 

parallel overlapping edges. 
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Figure A.1: An example pair of objects with a parallel, overlapping edge (top-right). 

For each remaining pair of polygon edges, the coordinates of their intersections are 

calculated using determinants [30], as shown in Algorithm A.2. Once an intersection has been 

determined, we first create two polynode variables (polynodes, as described in Chapter 3.1), each 

represented the location of the intersection for each of the polygons. We then check if the 

intersection location occurs at either of the edges starting or ending polynodes; if they do, we 

delete the new polynode variable and reuse that respective polynode. Finally, we check if both of 

the polynodes share the same coordinate variable; if they do not, then the polynodes are updated 

to use the same coordinate variable and are marked as shared polynodes. Additionally, the object 

source of the two polynodes, and all other previous detected/created polynodes, are updated with 

the object source of I (as described in Chapter 3.1) if the shared polynodes include polynodes 

from both objects. If both polynodes already share the same coordinate variable, we can assume 

that the intersection has already been detected and no further steps are necessary. This process is 

summarized in Algorithm A.3. 
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Algorithm A.2            Line-Line Intersection [30] 

1. linelineIntersection(Edge p, Edge q) 

2.     Coordinate A = leftmost coordinate of p 

3.     Coordinate B = rightmost coordinate of p 

4.     Coordinate C = leftmost coordinate of q 

5.     Coordinate D = rightmost coordinate of q 

6.     a1 = B.y – A.y 

7.     b1 = A.x – B.x 

8.     c1 = a1 * A.x + b1 * A.y 

9.     a2 = D.y – C.y 

10.     b2 = C.x – D.x 

11.     c2 = a2 * C.x + b2 * C.y 

12.     determinant = a1 * b2 – a2 * b1 

13.     if determinant == 0 then return null end // parallel edges 

14.     x = (b2 * c1 – b1 * c2) / determinant 

15.     y = (a1 * c2 – a2 * c1) / determinant 

16.     return Coordinate(x, y) 

17. end 

 

After new polynodes have been created, we must insert them into the proper locations in 

their respective polygons. For each of the edges the new polynode is to be inserted into, we first 

store whether the x and y values of new polynode are lower or higher than those of the first edge 

endpoint. We then scan across the edge, performing the same tests against all the polynodes of 

the edge, until one of the two results flip; at this point, we can insert the polynode into the 

sequence between the current and previously checked polynodes, updating the doubly-linked list 

connections as is necessary. If it is discovered that a polynode already exists at the desired 

location, due to the presence of multiple polygon edges intersecting at the same location, the 

older polynode is deleted and replaced with the newer polynode at that location. This process is 

summarized in Algorithm A.4. 
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Algorithm A.3            Find Intersections of Edge against Sweepline Edges 

1. intersectList(Edge e, List(Edge) sweepline) 

2.     intersections = empty list of Polynodes 

3.     if e is outside bounding box of opposite polygon then return intersections end 

4.     for all Edge s in sweepline do 

5.         // same-sign test [21] 

6.         u = e.end - e.start 

7.         v = s.start - e.start 

8.         w = s.end - e.start 

9.         c1 = u.x * v.y - u.y * v.x 

10.         c2 = u.x * w.y - u.y * w.x 

11.         if (c1 > 0 and c2 > 0) or (c1 < 0 and c2 < 0) then continue end 

 

12.         intersection = lineLineIntersection(e, s) 

13.         if intersection == null then continue end 

14.         polynodeE = Polynode(copy(intersection), e) 

15.         polynodeS = Polynode(copy(intersection), s) 

16.         if intersection overlaps e.start then polynodeE = e.start end 

17.         elseif intersection overlaps e.end then polynodeE = e.end end 

18.         if intersection overlaps s.start then polynodeS = s.start end 

19.         elseif intersection overlaps s.end then polynodeS = s.end end 

20.         if polynodeE.coordinate != polynodeS.coordinate then 

21.             sharedCoordinate = polynodeS.coordinate 

22.             polynodeE.coordinate = sharedCoordinate 

23.             sharedCoordinate.insertToShared(polynodeE) 

24.             sharedCoordinate.insertToShared(polynodeS) 

25.             updateSourcesOfShared(sharedCoordinate) 

26.             intersections.insert(polynodeE) 

27.         end 

28.     end 

29. end 
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Algorithm A.4            Insert Intersections into Polygon Edges 

1. insertIntoPolygon(List(Polynode) intersections) 

2.     for all Polynode i in intersections do 

3.         for all Polynode o in i.coordinate.shared do 

4.             prevNode = o.parentEdge.start 

5.             nextNode = prevNode.next 

6.             xState = prevNode.x > o.x 

7.             yState = prevNode.y > o.y 

8.             do 

9.                 if nextNode.coordinate == o.coordinate then 

10.                     nextNode = nextNode.next 

11.                 elseif (nextNode.x > o.x) != xState or (nextNode.y > o.y) != yState then 

12.                     break 

13.                 else 

14.                     prevNode = nextNode 

15.                     nextNode = nextNode.next 

16.                 end 

17.             while prevNode != o.parentEdge.end end 

18.             if prevNode != o.parentEdge.end then 

19.                 insertBetweenNodes(o, prevNode, nextNode) 

20.             end 

21.         end 

22.     end 

23. end 
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Appendix B 

Polygon Union and Clipping 

As was stated in Chapter 3.1, each object can be thought of as a series of shapes (body 

polygons) and the holes within those shapes (hole polygons). One may input objects such that 

these objects contain intersections between polygons belonging to the same object. However, 

such self-intersections present a problem to the boundary-based algorithm for 2D vector Φ-

descriptor creation, as these self-intersections would be detected as boundaries under the current 

system. As described in Chapter 3.5, such boundaries would be tracked and would lead to 

incorrect object source changes during the process of Φ-region creation, as shown in Figure B.1. 

Similar results would occur when hole polygons do not overlap, or unnecessarily have parallel 

overlapping edges with, another polygon. As such, it is necessary to include safeguards in the 

algorithm to avoid such scenarios. 

In this chapter, we present the polygon union/clipping method used to handle and remove 

such erroneous edges and polygons, as inspired by [22] [23] [24] [25]. Appendix B.1 discusses 

the process for identifying unnecessary edges/polygons and marking them for removal. 

Appendix B.2 discusses the method for reconstructing polygons with all erroneous edges 

removed. 
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Figure B.1: The result of skipping polygon union/clipping for an example pair of objects. Note that the overlapping 

portions of the body polygons of object A have been misidentified as holes. 

 

B.1 Removing Unused Edges 

To begin the process of polygon union/clipping, we must first identify the edges that do 

not contribute to the object's overall shape. As an object can be thought of as a set of body and 

hole polygons, three possible combinations of polygon overlap can lead to unused edges; body-

body overlap, hole-hole overlap, and body-hole overlap. Generally, in the case of the two former 

combinations, any internal edges can be safely removed as the two polygons are combined [22], 

as discussed in Chapter 3.1. In the event of a body-hole overlap, the hole polygon must be 

subtracted from the body polygon; generally, the internal edges of the body polygon and the 

external edges of the hole polygon will be removed [22], as discussed in Chapter 3.1. This also 

results in the interesting scenario where a body polygon is passed into the object such that a hole 

polygon completely covers it; in such a scenario, the body polygon is completely removed. 
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Similar results occur if a hole polygon is passed into the program such that it does not overlap 

any body polygons. 

To identify which of the polygon edges meet the requirements for removal, we must 

compare each polygon of the object against each of the other polygons. For each polygon pair, 

we want to check if their edges are inside, outside, or are parallel to and overlapping another 

edge of the other polygon to mark the necessary edges for removal [22]. First, we perform a 

bounding box check on the pair of polygons, as described in Appendix A.1, to ensure they are 

capable of overlapping. If they are capable of overlapping, we then check each edge of the 

polygons to see if they lie inside the opposite polygon. To do so, we first find the coordinate of 

the point midway between the ends of each edge, which can be done simply by averaging 

together the x and y-values of the edge's polynodes. Then, as was done in [23], we check if this 

midway coordinate lies inside or outside of the other polygon. This can be done simply by 

casting a ray through the polygon horizontally through the midway coordinate, checking if the 

number of the polygon's edges to the left of the midway coordinate is odd (inside) or even 

(outside) [31]. If the midway coordinate is found to lay inside the other polygon, then the whole 

edge is assumed to do so and is marked as such. 

A special case occurs, however, if the midway coordinate lays perfectly on another edge; 

as polygon union/clipping occurs after the polygon intersection detection and the insertion of 

polynodes at the location of intersection, as described in Appendix A, this can only occur if the 

two edges involved are parallel and overlap. Such edges are stored to be processed after all other 

edges have been processed, and a variable is stored to track if all the edges of the two polygons 
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overlap (such that they are the same polygon). If the two polygons do perfectly overlap, then all 

of the edges are treated as being outside of the polygons; in an isolated scenario, this would 

result in the expected behavior of the edges remaining if the pair are both the same type of 

polygon and the edges disappearing if they are different types of polygons. In cases where the 

polygons contain edges that are not parallel and overlapping (such that they are two different 

polygons), we must determine if the parallel overlapping edges should be treated as inside or 

outside of the polygons, in a process similar to [23]. For each of these parallel overlapping edges, 

we check the edges previous and next to the edge in both polygons, scanning in every direction 

until we encounter a split in the edges where they are no longer overlapping. If either of these 

splits occurs such that one edge of the split is outside of the opposite polygon and the other is 

inside, then the parallel overlapping edge is assumed to represent an overlap in the two polygons; 

as such, the edge is treated as being outside of the polygons. If no such split occurs, such that 

both edges are inside or outside their opposite polygons, then the parallel overlapping edge is 

assumed to represent the two polygons touching. Such edges are treated as if they are inside of 

the polygons, which, in an isolated scenario, would result in the expected behavior of the edges 

disappearing if the pair are both the same type of polygon and the edges remaining if they are 

different types of polygons. 

In the scenario where objects are made from only two polygons, this alone would be 

sufficient for removing edges. However, as more polygons are added to the objects, this runs the 

risk of creating a chicken-and-egg scenario where edges removed by one pair of objects might 

need to be kept for another pair of objects. To avoid these issues, each of the scenarios described 

above assigns a priority state to the edges. As summarized in Table B.1, these states determine 
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whether the edge should be removed from the polygons during the reassembly step. It is assumed 

that hole polygons removing shapes take priority over body polygons adding shapes, and as such 

higher state values take priority over lower state values. For the same reason, it should be noted 

that, in the case of parallel overlapping edges between polygons of different types, the edges are 

treated as edges of hole polygons inside/outside of body polygons. This process is summarized in 

Algorithm B.1. 

Edge of Polygon 

A Inside 

Polygon B? 

Type of Polygon 

A 

Type of Polygon 

B 
State Ignore? 

yes body body 1 yes 

yes body hole 5 yes 

yes hole body 4 no 

yes hole hole 5 yes 

no body body 0 no 

no body hole 0 no 

no hole body 3 yes 

no hole hole 2 yes 

Table B.1: Ignore states of edges based on the types of polygons involved and whether given edges are inside the 

opposite polygon. Higher number states take priority over lower number states. Inspired by [22]. 
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Algorithm B.1            Mark Edges of Polygons for Removal 

1. for all Polygons P1 and P2 in Object o do 

2.     if not boundingBoxesOverlap(P1, P2) then continue end 

3.     overlappingEdges = empty list of Edges 

4.     for all Edge e in P1 do 

5.         midway = Polynode((e.start.x + e.end.x) / 2, (e.start.y + e.end.y) / 2) 

6.         isInside = isInside(midway, P2) 

7.         if isInside == overlaps then 

8.             overlappingEdges.insert(e) 

9.         else 

10.             setIgnoreState(e, isInside, P1.type, P2.type) 

11.         end 

12.     end  

13.     for all Edge e in P2 do 

14.         midway = Polynode((e.start.x + e.end.x) / 2, (e.start.y + e.end.y) / 2) 

15.         isInside = isInside(midway, P1) 

16.         if isInside == overlaps then 

17.             overlappingEdges.insert(e) 

18.         else 

19.             setIgnoreState(e, isInside, P1.type, P2.type) 

20.         end 

21.     end  

22.     for all Edge e in overlappingEdges do 

23.         if polygonsPerfectlyOverlap(P1, P2) then 

24.             setIgnoreState(e, outside, P1.type, P2.type) 

25.         elseif edgeIsConnectedToInsideEdge(e) then 

26.             setIgnoreState(e, outside, P1.type, P2.type)  

27.         else 

28.             setIgnoreState(e, inside, P1.type, P2.type) 

29.         end 

30.     end 

31. end 
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B.2 Polygon Reassembly 

Once we have identified which edges should be removed from the object’s polygons, it is 

necessary to reassemble these polygons such that the edges are removed. To do so, we employ a 

simple polygon traversal method inspired by [24] [25]. We first store the coordinate variables of 

the polygons in a list, taking care to avoid repeated insertions in the case of shared polynodes. 

Then, for every coordinate, we pick the first edge that runs off from any of its polynodes that is 

not marked as ignored; if no such edges exist, then the coordinate is removed from the list. We 

then scan across the polygons following available, non-ignored edges, picking the first non-

ignored edge if there are multiple choices; to avoid rechecking edges we have already processed, 

traversed edges are marked as such and treated as ignored for the remainder of the process. 

Traversed edges are stored in a list, and we continue scanning until we have reached a coordinate 

that is already in the sequence. Once such a coordinate is found, we scan back over the list, 

removing edges processed and store them as a new polygon. When we reach the revisited 

coordinate, the reassembled polygon is finalized and we resume edge traversal. If there are no 

more edges to traverse at the current coordinate in the sequence, such that we are back to the 

coordinate we originally started at, then a new starting coordinate is selected. This process is 

repeated until all polygons have been reassembled, such that every available, non-ignored edge 

has been traversed. This process is summarized in Algorithm B.2. 
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Algorithm B.2            Polygon Reassembly 

1. coordinates = list of all Coordinates in Object o 

2. polygonBeingAssembled = empty list of Coordinates 

3. while coordinates.length > 0 do 

4.     if polygonBeingAssembled.length == 0 then 

5.         if hasAvailableEdges(coordinates[0]) then 

6.             polygonBeingAssembled.insert(coordinates[0]) 

7.         else 

8.            coordinates.remove(coordinates[0]) 

9.         end 

10.     else 

11.         nextEdge = getFirstNonIgnoredEdge(polygonBeingAssembled.end)) 

12.         currentNode = getOtherPolynode(nextEdge, polygonBeingAssembled.end)  

13.         setIgnoreState(nextEdge, 5) 

14.         if currentNode is in polygonBeingAssembled then 

15.             P = empty Polygon 

16.             do 

17.                 removedNode = polygonBeingAssembled.removeEnd() 

18.                 P.insert(removedNode) 

19.             while removedNode != currentNode end 

20.             o.insert(P) 

21.         else 

22.             polygonBeingAssembled.insert(currentNode) 

23.         end 

24.     end 

25. end 

26. o.removeOldPolygons() 

 


